
 

 

High quality biometric fingerprint digital keypad handgun lock safes fireproof steel safe deposit box

Biometric Gun Lock, Quick Access Gun Safes Box with Fingerprint & Digital Keypad, Handgun Safe with Auto
Open Lid, Bedside Firearm Safety Car Safe

 

 

We are a  professional  safe and lock factory in  China.Our  products  range includes hotel  safe,home office
safe,gun safe,commercial safe,data safe,fireproof safe,fire drawers and smart locks.All of our products are
sold to more than thirty countries.

Model:ZJ-T1

Size:320x250x80mm

Materials used steel

Powder coated for internal and external surface treatment

Unlock method:password,fingerprint,key

Keyless and quick access

Power supply:DC6V

With mechanical keys for emergency

With carpet inside the safe in order to protect valuables or hand guns.

Weight 5kgs

3 Access Points & Fast Pop up - Top Secure Safes have 3 access points; the latest technology biometric fingerprint scan, a backlit keypad,
and manual keys. While keeping your personal belonging safe and secure, 2 different access points make it very convenient to pop up the
safe when you need them.

Anti-Theft Protection Heavy Duty - Firearm Top Secure Safe is for multiple handguns. Featured on safes includes a pry-resistant door,durable
dual-layer  steel  housing,  and  a  seamlessly  weldedpry-proof  steel  body  for  the  ultimate  prevention  against  break-ins.  Pre-drilled  holes  and
hardware included for floor-mounting. It also comes with a security steel cable for you to easily hook it.

High-Quality  Sturdy Safe :  This  handgun safe features a built-in  spring which built-in  spring steel  has longer  elasticity,  increases the space
built in the safe, can store the space of two pistols, but also can quickly access, the door automatically pops up when your safe is unlocked for
fast, quiet, and discreet entry

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: We offer one-year limited warranty.

FAQ:
1. Are you a factory or a trade company?
We are a manufacturer and also have its exporting company.

2.What is your MOQ
1 piece

3.Can we put our logo on the products?



Yes,just send us the design and artwork

4.Can we order a sample to test?
Yes

5.Can we mix up different models for a model?
Yes

6.Can we visit your factory?
Yes.

7.How long is your delivery time?
1 day to 20 days as per different models and quantity.

LONG HISTORY
For 15 years, we have been focusing on making a better lock and safe. Makwell was founded in 2004 and works as a lock and safe
manufacturer in China. Till now we have become one of the leading manufacturers at this filed. We not only design pcb software but also
the hardware parts .Our locks and safes are sold to more than thirty countries except the domestic agents. We have factories in Guangdong
and  Zhejiang.We are still growing as always.

HIGH QUALITY
We implement a series of strict quality control systems from all aspects. First of all we adopt the good quality raw materials include metal,
plastic and the other components. In each procedure of production we inspect every step to ensure each step is without defectives. Before
pack the items we also test each piece the functions and the surface. All these work guarantee our products are nice and work well before
send to customers.

FAST DELIVERY
Faster delivery by air by express.(DHL,UPS or Fedex)
For small quantity order and samples,usually send by express.  The most important thing we just need 1 to three working days to have them
ready. It is high efficient. For a formal order the leading time is three working days to twenty days. Yes sure it is depends on the quantity
and the model itself.Normally we have stock for popular models and its parts. This help us to deliver customers in a short time.

SMALL ORDER ACCEPTABLE
Small order is accepted, we treat every order well.
We know different customers and markets they have different and actual models and quantity. Also we know the importance of each order
for a customer,more quantity or less, even it is only one piece.

WONDERFUL TEAM

Professional sales team to offer fast response and good service
We are very professional company in this industry although not the biggest one. We have our own teams specialized in this filed. This
guarantee our products designed and produced with nice appearance and good quality, also ensure our customers' questions or requests
can be dealt with or solved in the shortest time.

ACCEPTABLE
Our wholesales market covers both domestic and overseas. The locks and safes are widely used in different countries besides the domestic
markets. More than thirty countries people are using our models. We are keeping designing and developing new ones to meet more
demands from customers throughout the world.















 

 

 

 


